
N438 - ADVANCED 2D ANIMATION 

This syllabus will be the official syllabus and will be updated, here on Canvas, as needed. Use 
this syllabus first and foremost. It is an abridged syllabus to offer you the most immediately 
relevant information, like class details and weekly assignments. For the full syllabus that 
references IUPUI's Code of Conduct, Mission Statement, Learning Outcomes, and Reasonable 
Accommodations for persons with disabilities, please save the copy I've emailed to you. 

Section No.: 23160 Credit Hours: 3 
Time: Wednesdays, 6:00 p.m. - 8:40 p.m. 
Location: 
        IT 255, Informatics & Communications Technology Complex 
        535 West Michigan Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202  
First Class: Wednesday, January 12th, 6:00 p.m. 
Instructor:  
        David Perry 
        BS in Media Arts & Animation, Lecturer 
Office Hours: Mondays & Tuesdays [Noon - 3:00 p.m., call or Zoom], after class, or by request 
if available 
Office: N/A 
Phone: 317-995-8020(Cell) 
Email: davperry@iu.edu 
Website: https://www.davidperryportfolio.com/ 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
You will utilize the Animation Pipeline to conceptualize, develop, and animate a trailer for an 
animated story which you will create throughout the course. You will conceptualize, pitch, 
develop, and animation a trailer based on your created property using the 12 Principles of 
Animation, Visual Development Techniques, Audio, and Compositing in After Effects. You will 
also learn practices in networking and marketing, including specialized portfolios, website 
creation, and etiquette. 

 
REQUIRED TEXT: 

The Animator’s Survival Kit 
       Richard Williams 
       Publisher: Faber & Faber; 1st edition (January 7, 2002) 
       ISBN-10: 0571202284; ISBN-13: 978-0571202287 
 
Supplementary (Suggested) Texts: 
 
The Illusion of Life: Disney Animation 
       Frank Thomas, Ollie Johnston 
       Publisher: Disney Editions; 1st edition (October, 1005)  
       ISBN-10: 0786860707; ISBN-13: 978-0786860708 

https://www.davidperryportfolio.com/


The Hero with a Thousand Faces 
       Joseph Campbell 
       Publisher:   
       ISBN-10: 0786860707; ISBN-13: 978-0786860708 

STORY: Substance, Structure, Style, and the Principles of Screenwriting 
        Robert McKee 
        Publisher: Regan Books; Illustrated edition (November 25, 1997) 
        ISBN-10: 9780060391683; ISBN-13: 978-0060391683 

  

  

Equipment Needed: 
      1. http://www.google.com/drive 
            - Set up a new account using your university email, if you don't already have it. 
            - You will be added to have access to the folder, as per the email you've been sent. 
      2. Drawing Paper and Pencils of your choosing 
            - for weekly character illustration assignments 
       3. Cintiq Drawing Pen 
            - https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/735538-
REG/Wacom_KP501E2_Intuos4_Grip_Pen_w.html 

  

Software Used: 
     https://iuware.iu.edu/Windows or http://www.iuanyware.iu.edu 
         Adobe Animate 
         Adobe Photoshop 
         Adobe After Effects 
         Adobe Media Encoder 

  

  

  

WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
Subject to change, but I will inform you in advance of these changes, if they are necessary. 

Week 1 (1/12) 
INTRODUCTION TO CLASS: 
 Syllabus, Student Intros, Weekly Illustration Assignments, Etc. 
LECTURE - The Animation Pipeline 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/735538-REG/Wacom_KP501E2_Intuos4_Grip_Pen_w.html
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/735538-REG/Wacom_KP501E2_Intuos4_Grip_Pen_w.html
https://iuware.iu.edu/Windows
http://www.iuanyware.iu.edu/


LAB - Beginning The Process Toward the Final - Conceptualization 
ASSIGNMENT 1 (2 weeks to complete) – Conceptualization and Pitch 
Think about what sort of story you want to tell. Think about how you would pitch that story, 
visually, to an audience. This process will take longer than you think, which is why your 
assignment is only writing. Write a two-page, double-spaced concept document for your Final 
story. Remember,  the Final is a pitch and trailer for your animated series/mini-series/film. Think 
about  which of these is best designed for your story, as it will be part of your pitch. You need  to 
tell me: 
         - Title 
         - Series, Miniseries, or Film? Why? 
         - If Series or Miniseries, episode length? (11-minute, 22-minute, or 1 hour?) 
         - Serialized or Episodic (or a blend of both)? ("Overarching Story" or "Stand-Alone 
Episodes") 
         - Target Demographic? (both by Age and Genre) 
         - What is the story about? Give me a logline with a hook(1-2 sentences) and an   overview 
(1 page,                              minimum) 
         - Who is your main character? (1 paragraph, minimum) 
         - Description of the world they live in. (1 paragraph, minimum) 
         - Any extras you think are significant. Sketches, if you like!        

  

Week 2 (1/19) 

LECTURE – The Hero's Journey and the Psychology of Conflict 
LAB – Discussion of characters in popular stories as they apply to the Lecture above 
ASSIGNMENT - N/A (Continue Assignment 1) 

  

Week 3 (1/26) 
LECTURE - Character Design and Development Techniques 
LAB - Tips and tricks for good character design and visual development 
ASSIGNMENT 2 – Character Design Sheet 
Refine a previous character or create a new one that you will use for the rest of the  course to 
complete the Final. Create a design document for the character which includes: 
         - A full sheet of sketches with variations, whether it be proportions, age, hairstyle, outfit--
anything that                     shows a push toward your character's final design. 
                     - Sketches should be rough and show the underlying structure of the character. 
Show me the  
                        shapes! Build on top of them! 
         - Character Turnaround (3/4, Front, Side, Back, 1 3/4) 
         - Three to five rough sketch expressions 
         - One full color pose (can be implemented as the 3/4 view in Turnaround) 
         - Descriptive breakdown of character's design elements. Just a few notes on the sheets 
about important                    design elements of the character. 



         - At least two rough sketch action poses which highlight the character's personality. 
         - NOTE: These elements can be combined at your discretion, so long as they are all present 
and I can see                 that you've put thought and effort into the work. 

Take this time to really think about what's important in the story you plan to tell, and  tailor your 
character accordingly. Remember--you'll be animating this thing! Keep that  in mind as you 
design. Use references, like the ones I've offered you in our Google folder. 

Submit your sheet(s) as PNGs or in a single PDF (preferred) in the order in which you would like 
them to be viewed. Email me with any questions. 

 
 
Week 4 (2/2) 
LECTURE – Building A World Around Your Character 
 Art of Sylvain Sarrailh, Mathias Zamecki, Mary Blair 
LAB – Photoshop Techniques for Composing A Background 
ASSIGNMENT 3 - Painted Background 
Create a background that compliments your previous character. Build a narrative around why 
your character is in this place; what are their motivations? Their goals in this scene? Make a 
Photoshop layer in your document and use the Type tool to write an explanation of the 
significance of the pairing of your character with the background you've chosen to paint. 

You may also turn in a PNG of the background and a text document for your descriptions and 
notes. 

 
Week 5 (2/9) 
LECTURE – Screenwriting / Proper Storyboarding 
LAB - Writing a Script / Storyboarding Notes 
ASSIGNMENT 4 – Very Rough Animation 
Animate a character from your concept story performing a simple action. This can be any action 
you choose, but it may be good to consider what sort of actions your main character might 
perform. This could be the base animation for part of your trailer later. 

ROUGH ANIMATION ONLY! Get the MOVEMENTS right, keep the anatomical proportions 
proper--this is all about ANIMATION, not detailing. 

Part of this assignment is research. If your character is throwing a baseball, look up references 
for that action and animate it accordingly. Remember, if your reference is live-action, you'll need 
to consider the principles of animation--especially exaggeration. These movements need to have 
LIFE! Start with the underlying curves and basic shapes. Animate those, first, then go back and 
fill in rough details. Make your circles and cylinders move properly, then add the hands and very 
rough features. 



Think about ARCS. Try to make all your movements run along arc paths. 
 
You will need to have at least two groups in your file. One for the basic shapes--circles, spheres, 
cylinders, etc--being animated appropriately. Then add folders according to your details, and 
according to your taste. It would be good to have separate folders for arms, legs, etc. Keep things 
organized! 

Remember, use Pose-To-Pose animation for characters! It's MUCH easier, and will keep your 
anatomy consistent! 

 

Week 6 (2/16) 
LECTURE – Proper Storyboarding & Scriptwriting 
LAB - Storyboarding In Photoshop 
ASSIGNMENT 5 (MIDTERM PROJECT) – Storyboards 

NOTE: You have TWO WEEKS to complete this assignment. 

SCRIPT: 
- Write a script for the scene you plan to storyboard, using proper script formatting. Include the 
following as needed: 
                 - Scene Heading 
                 - Action / Exposition 
                 - Dialogue 
                 - Parentheticals 
                 - Scene Transitions 

- Utilize the notes in the Lecture Outline posted in our Google folder. It has a LOT of vocabulary 
you'll need to know as you're writing. Lots of script lingo for you to consider as you imagine 
your scene and how it should be described and constructed for clarity in the script. 
 
STORYBOARDS: 
- Create a series of storyboards (Photoshop) which highlight and key important motion in  your 
Final project trailer. Include camera movement, character movement, titles,  transitions, 
and  dialogue (including narration). 

 
*** 
OPTIONAL: 

- Construct this as we did in class. This means you will have two separate Photoshop files. 
               - One file which has your storyboard template. 
               - One file which has all of your panel drawings. 
- You will do all of your drawings in the second Photoshop file, organizing and naming the 
layers accordingly. You will then import (copy/paste) those drawings into your storyboard 



template according to which panel they correspond to. I highly suggest working one storyboard 
page at a time. 

SUGGESTED WORKFLOW: 
- Create storyboard template. 
        - Organize your PS groups by PAGE. So Page One is it's own group and it contains the 
template with a white 
           background, and all the proper contents. 
        - Duplicate that layer and name it Page Two. Edit accordingly. 
- Create a Photoshop file for all of your panel drawings, organizing them again by PAGE, then 
by PANEL. 
        - Copy/paste these into your storyboard template AS YOU COMPLETE THEM. 
        - Write in your Page Number, Scene Number, Panel Number, Action Notes, and Dialogue 
Notes for each  
           page AS YOU COMPLETE THEM. 
- Make sure your Storyboard Photoshop file is ORGANIZED CLEARLY and NAMED 
PROPERLY. This is a BIG file, so it needs to be organized. 
 
*** 

SAVING A PDF PRESENTATION 
- Save each Storyboard page as a PNG, in numerical order! 
- Go to File > Automate > PDF Presentation 
           - Click Browse and add your PNG pages 
           - Make sure they're ordered properly in the Source Files field 
           - Click Save and save it to whatever location you desire 
           - Click Save PDF 

  

TURN-IN FILES: 

- One Photoshop file with all of your work. Drawings, storyboard pages, etc. 
            - Turn in PSD 
            - Turn in PDF Presentation of full storyboards 
- One script saved out as a PDF with clear formatting and proper utilization of script elements. 

  

Week 7 (2/23) 

LECTURE – Networking: Marketing Yourself and Knowing Your Audience (the Studios) 
LAB - Building a Specialized Portfolio and Networking 
ASSIGNMENT 6 (MIDTERM PROJECT) – (Continue Storyboards) 

  



Week 8 (3/2) 

LECTURE – Recording and Adding Audio / Animatics 
LAB - Sourcing and recording audio and compositing in Animate 
ASSIGNMENT 7 – Animatics: Narrate and Composite for Your Storyboards 
Record voice-over narration for your storyboard scenes. Import the recording into Animate, onto 
its own layer. You may also add music, dialogue, and sound effects, but be sure to keep them 
layered and organized properly and clearly. Make sure you credit the source of any audio you 
don't own the rights to. 

Import your storyboard drawings into Animate or create new drawings within Animate, keeping 
your layers organized. Identify the key drawings--most likely represented by your storyboards--
and organize them along the timeline so that they sync up according to your audio. Once these 
are placed, add drawings between the key drawings where necessary to detail the movements and 
timing of the animation. This is how animatics are created. 

Export your file out of Animate: 
    File > Export > Video/Media 
        Format = H.264 (it should save out as a .mp4) 

Turn in your .FLA and your .MP4 to the Assignment, and include any sound files that were used 
in your project. 

  

Week 9 (3/9) 
LECTURE – Designing A Puppet for Tweened Animation 
LAB - Layering, Parenting, and creating and rigging a puppet for tweened animation 
ASSIGNMENT 8 –  Tweened Animation 
Create a character in pieces using any illustration program you like. Be sure to cut the character 
up into their moving parts and save out each piece on its own PNG with transparency. Import 
those pieces into Animate (or draw them IN Animate), and assemble them properly. Turn each 
piece into a Symbol. Adjust your anchor points accordingly, parent all your parts properly, and 
animate your character doing any basic movement you like. 
 
NOTE: This must be one of the characters from your current story. 

As a baseline animation, I'll tell you to animate your character waving and smiling. You can go 
above and beyond this, but waving is the basic option for this assignment. 

Your character must be cut up at each joint, minimum. This means I should see the following 
parts in layers: 
     Head 
     Body 
     Upper Arms 
     Forearms 



     Hands 
     Hips/Legs 
 
You can add more as necessary for your particular animation. Additionally, I want the character's 
face to change expressions, so be sure to add keyframes inside your head Symbol and animate it 
accordingly. Utilize the TipTut videos in our shared Google folder for added clarity on this 
process. 
 
Turn in your .FLA file once complete. 

  

SPRING BREAK (3/16) 
No Class 

  

Week 10 (3/23) 
LECTURE – After Effects Compositing 
LAB - Assembling Character with Background, Adding Title, Adding Scene Transitions 
ASSIGNMENT 9 – Composited Animation 
Using After Effects, import your Character Animation footage and your Puppet Animation 
footage. Import your Background. Composite these elements together. 

    - Create an opening title that uses a text animation. 
    - Transition from the title sequence to the Character Animation footage. 
    - Transition from the Character Animation footage to the Puppet Animation footage. 
    - Import and use backgrounds where needed, like if either of your animations have 
transparency (no                          background). 
    - Create a closing title that uses a text animation. The background for this should be your 
illustrated                          Background assignment from earlier this semester. 
    - Import a song and set it's audio transformations accordingly. Maybe a fade in at the 
beginning or a fade out at  
      the end. Your choice. 
 
    - Make sure all your files are collected: 
                File > Dependencies > Collect Files 
                              Collect Source Files: "All" 
                Click "Collect..." 
                Save to your desired location 
                              Name this folder: 
                                                 LastnameFirstname_AEcompositing_CollectedFiles 
                              This will save a folder with all of your project's assets collected 
                              Now save this folder out as a .zip 
 
    - Export your project as a .MOV 



                Composition > Add To Render Queue 
                              Render Queue 
                                            Output Module 
                                                            Format = "Quicktime" 
                                                            Format Options = "Animation" 
                                                            Audio Output 
                                                                            Make sure this is enabled 
                                                                            48.000 kHz, 16 Bit, Stereo (this is default) 
                                            Output To 
                                                             TITLE YOUR FILE ACCORDING TO THE TEMPLATE 
                                                                            That means: 
                                                                                               LastnameFirstname_AEcompositing.
mov 
                                                                             I DO take off points for this. 
                                                              Choose your file destination 

TURN IN: 

- Your original After Effects project file 
- Your .MOV 
- Your collected files as a .ZIP folder 

  

Week 11 (3/30) 
LECTURE – Deep Review of Animation Principles, Discuss Final (Trailer) 
LAB - Strong Examples of Animation Principles in Practice 
ASSIGNMENT 10 - ROUGH ANIMATION RELATED TO FINAL 
Choose a section of your Final Trailer to animate. This is strictly ROUGH animation. It can 
be as short or as long as it needs to be--there is no time restriction of frame count quota. It 
must be related to your concept for your Final Project. This assignment is designed to get 
you working on the Final in some manner, and it allows me to give you strong feedback 
before you dive headlong into the full Final Project. I want to be able to give you some 
direction and allow you to create something that will be useable for the Final Project. 

        - ROUGH drawings, meaning BASIC SHAPES building up to more complex sketches. 
        - SMOOTH animation. Still rough drawings, but the MOVEMENT should be smooth. 
        - If your scene has sound, include it here, because your roughs still have to reflect lip-
sync if present. 

Turn in your .FLA and a .MP4 of your animation. 

  

Week 12 (4/6) 
LECTURE – Discuss Final 



          Final Project - Trailer for your animated story 
LAB - Creating a Portfolio Website with Wix. 

ASSIGNMENT 11 - BEGIN FINAL PROJECT 

Create a full animated trailer for the story project you've been working on throughout the course. 
Your responsibility is to sell me this project. You want to engage me in it, make me want to 
watch it. You need to make me believe it can succeed as a series, mini-series, or film. There is no 
set length for this trailer, but it must accomplish the following: 
 
    - It must be interesting and engaging. Storytelling appeal! Tell a good story. 
    - It must tell me something about the main character and the central conflict. 
    - It must have a Title Card that features the story's title. This doesn't have to be at the very 
beginning of the            trailer. 
    - It must be carefully animated. By this I mean it must show that you care about this project. 
That doesn't mean  
      perfect, it means effort was put in. 
                  - You can have mistakes and problems, but they won't drag you down nearly as much 
as a clear lack of  
                     heart in the work. 
                  - I'm looking for effort! Don't let this be a throw-away project. Push yourself and 
make mistakes. Play  
                    around! 
    - It must showcase the Principles of Animation. 
                  - Don't try to cram all of the principles in. Create your trailer and implement them as 
necessary. You'll  
                     hit the mark, I promise. 
    - It must have dialogue and/or narration. There must be speech, whether it's a narrator or a 
character. 
    - I must see emotion from the character(s). 
    - It must have at least 2 Transitions 
    - It must have at least 1 fully painted background. 
                  - You can lower the opacity of this background layer so that your sketched animations 
are clearly  
                     visible. 
    - It must have a musical accompaniment. You can choose any song you like, even copyrighted 
material, so long  
       as it is for educational purposes. 
    - It must have at least 2 Sound Effects 
    - It must have at least 1 Prop (any item that isn't a character or an unutilized background 
element) 
    - It must have a Closing Title Card (credits, narrative text, etc. Your choice) 
 
IMPORTANT NOTES: 
    - This does NOT have to be fully colored or inked. I want GREAT draftsmanship (sketched 
animation). 



    - Again this can be ANY length. Whatever length is required to successfully achieve your 
project's efforts. 
    - I highly suggest you work on this in multiple Animate files and SAVE OFTEN. 
                   - Dedicate each scene in your trailer to its own file. (Import your music file to time it 
properly!) 
                   - Complete each scene separately, save them out as MP4s, then composite them with 
your music,  
                      SFX, and narration in After Effects. 

PEER REVIEWS: 
Each of you will be required to post a review to your assigned peer's project at the end of the 
semester, where you will discuss what you liked and didn't like about the project, whether it 
engaged you and made you interested in seeing more, and what you think the story is about. 
Minimum of three paragraphs, five or more sentences per paragraph. 

TURN IN (by 4/27): 
    - Your FLA(s) 
    - A complete MP4 of the full trailer 
    - All audio files used 
    - Compressed into a ZIP folder 
 
TURN IN (by 5/4): 
    - Peer Reviews 

  

 
Week 13 (4/13) 
LECTURE – Finding Jobs in Animation 
LAB - Creating a Portfolio Website in Wix / Requested Topics from Discussions 
ASSIGNMENT - Final, Con't 
          - Continue Final 

  

Week 14 (4/20) 
LECTURE – The Pitch Bible 
LAB - Constructing A Pitch Bible 
ASSIGNMENT - Final, Con't 
          - Continue Final 

  

Week 15 (4/27) 
LECTURE/LAB – Present Final Projects, In-Class Critique 
FINAL PROJECTS DUE 



  

Week 16 (5/4) 
LECTURE/LAB – Present Final Projects, In-Class Critique 
PEER REVIEWS DUE 

  

  

  

Grading Information: 

Weekly Assignments 

All assignments are to be uploaded to Canvas or turned in per instructions, with your name, date, 
and assignment title in the following naming format: 
         Lastname,Firstname_Assignment_ProjectTitle.fileextension 
         ex: PerryDavid_ConceptualizationDocument_MalloryBash.psd 
Most assignments are worth 100 points each, with the exception of the Conceptualization 
Document, the Midterm, and the Final. See the table below for details. 

Midterm  
Your Storyboarding Project will layout the rough timing for your audio and animation on your 
Final Project. 

Final Project Milestone  
This will be a trailer for the animated story you've been developing throughout the semester 
using the 12 Principles of Animations you learned in Intro to 2D Animation and the Animation 
Production Pipeline you've learned throughout this course, as well as the storytelling and design 
development from this course's lectures and labs. 
        ○       100 points toward Compelling Story 
        ○       100 points toward Animation Quality 
        ○       100 points toward Required Elements, Overall Execution, and Critique  Participation 

  

  

 

Assignments: 

Assignment           Due Date ___Description                                                                     Points 
Assignment 1       Week 3       Expression Animation                                                100 
Assignment 2       Week 4       Conceptualization Document                                    200 



Assignment 3       Week 5       Character Design Document                                     100 
Assignment 4       Week 6       Painted Background                                                   100 
Assignment 5       Week 7       Script                                                                            100 
Assignment 6       Week 9       Storyboards                                                                 200 
Assignment 7       Week 10    Animatics                                                                     100 

Assignment 8       Week 11    Tweened Character Animation                                  100 
Assignment 9       Week 12    Compositing in After Effects                                      100 
Assignment 10    Week 13    Individual Animation                                                    100 
FINAL                       Week 16    Animated Trailer                                                       300 

TOTAL                                                                                                                             1,500 

  

 
Grading Scale: 

A+ 97 – 100 Outstanding achievement, given at the instructor’s discretion 
A 93 – 100 Excellent achievement 
A– 90 – 092.99 Very good performance and quality of work 
B+ 87 – 89.99 Good performance and quality of work 
B 83 – 86.99 Modestly acceptable performance and quality of work 
B– 80 – 82.99 Marginal acceptable performance and quality of work 
C+ 77 – 79.99 Minimally acceptable work (Core course must be repeated for credit) 
C 73 – 76.99 Unacceptable work (Core course must be repeated for credit) 
C– 70 – 72.99 Unacceptable work (Course must be repeated for credit) 
D+ 67 – 69.99 Unacceptable work (Course must be repeated for credit) 
D 63 – 66.99 Unacceptable work (Course must be repeated for credit) 
D– 60 – 62.99 Unacceptable work (Course must be repeated for credit) 
F Below 60 Unacceptable work (Course must be repeated for credit) 
No credits toward major, minor, or certificate requirements are granted for a grade below B–. 

 
Late Work: 
Class assignments must be finished and ready for critique at the beginning of the class date it’s 
due. Will only accept late work a week past due at a half-letter grade reduction unless adequate 
explanation is provided. "Adequate" is at the discretion of the teacher. 

Final projects will not be accepted late. 

 


